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Reinforcement Learning is a branch of Machine Learning 

https://box-world.tistory.com/5 

https://box-world.tistory.com/5


Reinforcement in Computer Vision
Challenges in high-dimensional observation. (e.g., image, unstructured, a large number of pixels) 

The standard approach relies on sensors to obtain information that would be helpful for learning. 

It’s hard to use reinforcement learning algorithms to solve tasks using only low-level observations, such 
as learning robotic control using only unstructured raw image data. (Robot Vision)
(by explicitly learning latent representations)

Learning from only image data is hard because the RL algorithm must learn both a useful representation 
of the data and the task itself. (+representation learning problem)

The agent (cheetah) didn’t have any prior knowledge about movement.

state = np.array([[np.nan, 1, 1, np.nan],  # s0
                   [np.nan, 1, np.nan, 1],  # s1
                   [np.nan, np.nan, 1, 1],  # s2
                   [1, 1, 1, np.nan],  # s3
                   [np.nan, np.nan, 1, 1],  # s4
                   [1, np.nan, np.nan, np.nan],  # s5
                   [1, np.nan, np.nan, np.nan],  # s6
                   [1, 1, np.nan, np.nan], # s7, s8
                   ])

Sensor numerical data raw image data



Deep Reinforcement Learning in Object Detection

DRL implementation for landmark detection, 
Red box is the RoI to maximize the reward 
corresponding to the improvement in 
distance between the ground truth and 
predicted landmark location.

DRL implementation for object detection 
to maximize the improvement in IOU.
DRL used a tuple of feature vector and 
history of actions for state and change in 
IOU across actions as a reward.



Reinforcement learning vs Supervised Learning



Practical Challenges

AI × Swing Robot - Hitachi : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8i6wHCefU4
Deep Reinforcement Learning for Robotic Manipulation : https://youtu.be/ZhsEKTo7V04   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8i6wHCefU4
https://youtu.be/ZhsEKTo7V04
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8i6wHCefU4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZhsEKTo7V04


Reinforcement Learning

https://opendatascience.com/deep-learning-research-review-week-2-reinforcement-learning/ 

https://opendatascience.com/deep-learning-research-review-week-2-reinforcement-learning/


RL Algorithms Overview

https://adabhishekdabas.medium.com/rl-world-3fc4dc38a73d 

Monte Carlo 
Tree Search

https://adabhishekdabas.medium.com/rl-world-3fc4dc38a73d


RL Notations

https://lilianweng.github.io/posts/2018-04-08-policy-gradient/ 

https://lilianweng.github.io/posts/2018-04-08-policy-gradient/


Markov Decision(Reward) Process

The agent–environment interaction in a Markov decision process.

Recycling robot example.



Bellman (Optimal) Equation

optimal



Policies and Objectives



Policy Gradient in Practice



On-policy vs Off-Policy

https://data-newbie.tistory.com/543 

Q-Learning

SARSA

all actions(a’) were  probed in state

the action(a’) was taken on policy

On-policy : a single policy, require  observations(state, action, reward, next state, ) to generate that policy.
Off-policy : two policies target policy and policy generates the observations(called the behaviour policy).

https://data-newbie.tistory.com/543


What does offline RL mean?

Online RL : Agent collects data each time it is trained.(modified), either uses narrow datasets (e.g., 
collected in one environment) or or manually designed simulators (using its own (partially trained) policy).
Generalization can be poor due to small, narrow datasets, or simulators that differ from reality

Off-policy RL : Old data is retained, and new data is still collected periodically as the policy changes. 

Offline RL : RL algorithms that can learn from prior data (the data is collected once - supervised learning)
and is then used to train optimal policies without any additional online data collection. the policy is deployed 
to collect additional data to improve online. utilize large and diverse datasets only practical to collect once 

The scale of ImageNet or MS-COCO, which capture a wide slice of real-world situations.



Advantage Actor Critic (A2C) algorithm 

Actor-critic methods consist of two models, which may optionally 
share parameters:

Critic updates the value function parameters w and depending on 
the algorithm it could be action-value  
Q(a|s) or state-value V(s).

Actor updates the policy parameters θ for piθ(a|s) in the direction 
suggested by the critic.

Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (Mnih et al., 2016), short for 
A3C, is a classic policy gradient method with a special focus on 
parallel training.



Position D is zero position

Open AI Gym (Pendulum)

Action Space

Observation Space

Theta is normalized between -pi and pi. Therefore, the lowest cost is -(pi^2 + 0.18^2 + 0.0012^2) = -16.2736044, and the 
highest cost is 0. In essence, the goal is to remain at zero angle (vertical), with the least rotational velocity, and the least effort.

https://ai-mrkogao.github.io/openai/pendulum/ 

Rewards : 

https://ai-mrkogao.github.io/openai/pendulum/


Actor-Critic Code



Actor-Critic Code



Training Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C)

A3C : Worker 1
(MLP : Sharing Parameter)

A3C : Worker 1
(MLP : Not Sharing Parameter)

A3C : Worker 8
(MLP : 64,32,16)



Soft Actor Critic(SAC)
SAC learns two Q-networks, a V-network, and a policy network. Two Q-networks are used to mitigate overestimation bias.
A V-network is used to stabilize training. Taking gradients through the expectations is done using the reparameterization trick
Off-Policy(DDPG: ICLR 2016)+Soft Bellman(Soft Q-Learning: ICML 2017) + Stable Actor-Critic(TD3:ICML 2018)
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Thanks 
Any Questions?
You can send mail to 
Susang Kim(healess1@gmail.com)

mailto:healess1@gmail.com

